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GIVING THE 
WORLD'S 

RESOURCES  
NEW LIFE

The world can’t afford to wait: it’s time to throw away  
old thinking about waste and recognise its real value as a  

resource. Making this happen remains an immense  
challenge. Talking about change isn’t enough – we need to be 
the change. So, just as we’re transforming 'waste' to create 
quality materials and vital renewable energy, we’re renewing 
our business inside and out – aligning our practices, strategy 
and infrastructure, and working with our partners to give the 

world’s resources new life.

GIVING PAPER NEW LIFE

VIRIDOR HAS AN ENVIABLE REPUTATION IN THE 
PAPER RECYCLING INDUSTRY AS A LEADING 

RECYCLER OF ALL TYPES OF PAPER AND 
CARDBOARD, COLLECTING FROM PRINTERS,  

DIRECT MAIL HOUSES, NEWSPRINT FACTORIES  
AND OFFICES. 

100% OF THE PAPER VIRIDOR HANDLES IN  
THIS WAY IS SUCCESSFULLY GRADED FOR  

qUALITY AND RECYCLED.

2013/14 
HIgHLIgHTS
GrowinG ContriBution to uK resourCe 
effiCienCy – 2.4 million tonnes recycled, 
778 GWh renewable power generated, 
£292 million more invested in recycling  
and recovery infrastructure 

improVed two star ratinG in Business 
in the Community Corporate Responsibility 
Index 2014

oVerall reCyClinG Volumes 
maintained – focusing on quality 
leadership in recyclates traded

deployed enerGy and water-saVinG 
initiatiVes in line with carbon reduction 
plan. Rolled out first phase of LED  
lighting retrofit at our 26 largest energy 
consuming facilities 

supply Chain sustainaBility 
BenChmarKinG worK Completed  
with our largest suppliers  

Continued seCtor leadership with  
150 sites now certified to ISO 50001 
Energy Management standard

Six closed landfill sites now awarded 
wildlife trust’s BiodiVersity 
BenChmarK 

£13.3 million proVided for 
enVironmental, amenity and 
Community projeCts across the UK,  
via Landfill Communities Fund and directly

Image: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center from Greenbelt, MD, USA 
(London, United Kingdom) CC-BY-2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
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QUALITY 
ReCYCLeD 
MATeRIALS

waste eleCtroniC and eleCtriCal  
eQuipment (weee) 

Nearly one million tonnes of WEEE is discarded in the 
UK each year. At Viridor, we manage our own facilities, 
which recover 90% of the inputs they process ready to 
go back into manufacture.

pApeR

Viridor provides all customers with peace of mind as to 
where waste paper ends up, because all our sites are 
audited through our business management system.

pLASTIC 

Viridor recycles 3,000 tonnes per month of post-
consumer plastic bottles from local authorities and 
the private sector, into high-value food-grade raw 
materials.

gLASS 

Our facilities have the capacity to treat up to 100,000 
tonnes of glass a year delivered from domestic and 
business collections and MRFs throughout the UK.

MeTALS

Metal packaging is one of the simplest materials to 
recycle and recycling of steel, aluminium and copper 
has major environmental benefits. We help councils 
and businesses to maximise materials captured.  
Every can counts!

HOUSeHOLD WASTe ReCYCLINg CeNTReS 

In areas serviced by Viridor HWRCs recycling rates 
significantly exceed national averages, often achieving 
recycling rates of more than 80%.

MeCHANICAL BIOLOgICAL TReATMeNT

Viridor operates Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) 
facilities in partnership with local authorities to recycle 
and recover maximum volumes of 'black bag' materials.

COMpOSTINg

Viridor recycles over 300,000 tonnes of green 
and organic wastes each year, creating high grade 
composts as award-winning growing media and to 
restore our soil.

QUALITY MATeRIALS

Uniquely for our sector, Viridor has an in-house trading 
division for selling recycled commodities. Viridor 
Resource Management (VRM) has the tools and 
relationships to allow us to trade material ourselves to 
markets in the UK, Europe and around the world.

OUR ReCYCLINg  
STRATegY IS SIMpLe:  
QUALITY, QUALITY, QUALITY. 
Only if we produce and maintain high quality recycled 
commodities will we achieve demanding material 
specifications for customers in the UK and global markets.

We continue to increase our recycling capacity through 
investment in new facilities and acquisitions, and now 
recycle around 2.4 million tonnes of material a year. 
We work with our local authority and private sector 
customers to find a recycling solution that suits them. 
This includes either supporting collections that sort 
materials at source or providing a commingled, dry 
mixed recycling service. In some cases we also manage 
recycling operations on the customers' own sites.

OUR CORE SERVICES
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VITAL 
ReNeWABLe 
eNeRgY

AfTeR ReDUCINg, ReUSINg 
AND ReCYCLINg AS MUCH 
AS pOSSIBLe, ReCOVeRINg 
eNeRgY fROM OUR WASTe  
IS THe NexT BIg THINg. 
Energy recovery from waste (both biodegradable and 
non-biodegradable) accounts for c.8% of total UK 
renewable energy. Viridor believes that by 2020 UK 
energy recovery from waste could produce 13% of the 
total forecasted UK renewable energy (15,000 GWh 
of a total 120,000 GWh). It will be a vital contribution 
given predicted capacity shortage in the energy sector. 

eNeRgY ReCOVeRY fACILITIeS 
(eRf)

We are investing over £1 billion in ERFs in 
the coming years, using state-of-the-art 
technology to generate heat and power, 
and reduce UK reliance on fossil fuels.

LANDfILL gAS ReCOVeRY

Viridor operates 21 landfill sites across the 
UK and maintains 27 closed sites. The gas 
utilisation plants situated on these landfill 
sites generated 606 GWh of electricity this 
year, enough to provide the domestic power 
needs of a city the size of Edinburgh.

NeW TeCHNOLOgIeS

Recycling and recovery technologies are 
constantly changing. Viridor is at the 
forefront of developing and implementing 
the latest technologies in recycling and 
waste treatment. We are investing in 
cutting-edge facilities, including gasification 
and cryogenic energy storage plants that 
are transforming how people see 'waste' 
and its potential as an energy source.

ANAeROBIC DIgeSTION

UK households discard a staggering seven 
million tonnes of food waste every year. 
Viridor is converting unwanted food into 
electricity using Anaerobic Digestion (AD) 
technology with local authorities and 
business partners.

OUR CORE SERVICES
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A
s the new Chief Executive  
of Viridor I have spent my first 
months travelling around the 
business to witness at first hand 

the substantial investment in people and in 
new technologies to turn what some call 
waste, but what I regard as a real resource, 
into quality recycled materials or into vital 
renewable energy.

In our global economy, around 500 million 
containers of stuff – food and consumer 
goods – and billions of tonnes of raw 
materials that form the basis for our 
consumption, are shipped around the world 
every year. Global lifestyles also mean 
that we are going to need to triple energy 
production by the end of this century to 
meet expected demand. These trends are 
putting enormous pressure on the earth’s 
resources, soils and climate. It will require 
ingenuity and adaptation to ensure the 
quality of life we expect for ourselves and 
for future generations and to work  
towards more sustainable ways of living 
and doing business. 

At Viridor all of our services and operations 
aim to give the world’s resources new life. 
Our company is committed to moving 
further towards its objective of becoming 
a sustainable business, and to deliver 
services, projects and infrastructure that 
genuinely contribute towards resource 
efficiency and energy security.  

LEADING THE WAY TO  
A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Ian McAulay Chief Executive

We are also committed to doing so to 
the highest standards expected by our 
customers, partners and regulators, and 
this report sets out our performance in this 
respect. The professionalism, innovation 
and skills of my colleagues throughout the 
business working towards these objectives 
is truly impressive, as I hope the report  
also demonstrates. 

We need to be truly connected as an 
organisation to the needs of our employees 
and customers, and also to the wider 
communities in which we operate, to our 
stakeholders, and to the environment 
on which we rely. Viridor has to stay 
focused on ensuring a profitable and 
growing business in providing essential 
environmental services, helping to meet 
the aspirations of our employees, whilst 
managing our own energy, water and 
resource management impacts.  

The whole debate about circularity in our 
economy continues in an industry that 
is truly under transition. We are working 
with our customers and partners to find 
new ways of working that ensure nothing 
is wasted as we deliver higher levels of 
recycling and energy recovery, within  
the economic challenges of our times.   
Viridor’s people embrace this challenge  
for change and we look to build on our 
strong track record.

Our relentless pursuit of quality, in our 
services and results, and in our health, 
safety and environmental performance, is 
measured via the performance indicators 
and challenging targets set out in this 
report. Our company purpose and values 
underpin the three pillars of sustainability 
– social, environmental and economic – to 
which we aspire. My vision for Viridor is to 
take it to the very forefront of innovation 
and customer service in giving resources 
new life, to continue to build on the  
legacy that I have inherited and to lead  
the business towards greater sustainability 
and resilience. 

This report sets out a little about where 
we’ve been, some of where we are 
currently, and a lot about where we  
are going. 

I hope you enjoy the report and I would 
be delighted to receive your feedback, 
comments or questions via www.viridor.
co.uk/publications/sustainability2014  
or via twitter @viridor.

"ALL Of OUR SeRVICeS 
AND OpeRATIONS AIM 
TO gIVe THe WORLD’S 
ReSOURCeS NeW LIfe."



OUR COMPANY PURPOSE AND 
VALUES UNDERPIN THE THREE 
PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY  
TO WHICH WE ASPIRE: SOCIAL, 
eNVIRONMeNTAL AND eCONOMIC.

GIVING GLASS NEW LIFE

VIRIDOR’S ADVANCED GLASS RECYCLING  
FACILITIES IN SHEFFIELD AND SCOTLAND DELIVER 
CUTTING-EDGE GLASS SORTING TECHNOLOGY 

AND ENSURE THAT MORE THAN 99% OF 
INCOMING MATERIAL IS RECYCLED.
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As part of the FTSE 250 Pennon Group plc,  
we are committed to creating and 
delivering value for our customers, 
stakeholders and shareholders.  
 
We do this within a framework of strong 
governance, clear strategy, and a responsible 
and transparent approach to environmental, 
social and financial performance. It is our 
commitment to customer satisfaction, 
sustainable business performance, and to 
employee and community engagement that 
enable us to create this value. 

Our Sustainability and Resilience Strategy 
sets out the business case for sustainability, 
along with clear goals for us to attain by 
2020 and by 2050. Each of the sustainability 
targets that we measure our progress against 
directly supports the overarching sustainability 
objectives of the Pennon Group.  

SUSTAINABILITY 
AND ReSILIeNCe  
IS eSSeNTIAL TO 
OUR BUSINeSS 
BeCAUSe:
ĴĴ customers and stakeholders 
demand it 
ĴĴ it drives innovation 
ĴĴ it reduces wasted resources 
ĴĴ it inspires our people. 

For a fuller version of our Sustainability and 
Resilience Strategy please go to:  
www.viridor.co.uk/sustainability/strategy/

STRATEGY AND GOVERNANCE

2013/14 TARgeT
Develop and publish a three-
year sustainability strategy 
for Viridor setting out a 
programme of benefits to 
the business through to 2015 
and beyond. 

ĴĴTARGET COMPLETE

Our Sustainability and Resilience 
Strategy endorsed by the Viridor 
Board and objectives agreed. 

300 
MW

136 
MW

34%
70%

MORe THAN DOUBLe OUR ReNeWABLe 
eNeRgY geNeRATION TO 300MW 

eNgAge AND COLLABORATe 
WITH OUR SUppLIeRS AND 
pARTNeRS TO effeCTIVeLY 
AND pRACTICABLY DeLIVeR 
gReATeR SUSTAINABILITY

MORe THAN DOUBLe THe ReCYCLINg 
AND ReCOVeRY RATe Of TOTAL 
MATeRIALS HANDLeD BY VIRIDOR 
fROM CURReNT RATe Of 34% TO 70% 

Up-SkILL AND DeLIVeR 
LIfeLONg LeARNINg 
ACROSS OUR WORkfORCe 

OUR KEY  
2020 GOALS

4

1

2

3

5

pROVIDe INVeSTMeNT 
AND A pOSITIVe 
CONTRIBUTION TO 
THe COMMUNITIeS IN 
WHICH We OpeRATe



GIVING METALS NEW LIFE

EVERY UK HOUSEHOLD USES APPROxIMATELY  
800 FOOD AND DRINK CANS A YEAR. 

CONVENIENT COLLECTION SYSTEMS AND 
EFFECTIVE SORTING TECHNOLOGIES HELP VIRIDOR 

TO RECOVER AND RECYCLE POST-CONSUMER 
STEEL AND ALUMINIUM CANS TIME AND TIME 

AGAIN, CUTTING CARBON AND SAVING ENERGY 
AND RESOURCES WITH NO LOSS OF qUALITY.  

EVERY CAN COUNTS!
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WORKPLACE

O
ur people are our greatest resource and 
asset. This is not just a cliché, it’s good 
common sense. The achievements, 
professionalism and commitment of our 

employees remains a great source of pride to Viridor. 

The world’s top-performing organisations understand 
that employee engagement is a force that drives 
positive business outcomes. Engaged employees and 
high-performing teams help drive safety, productivity, 
profitability and customer focus. As part of Viridor’s 
renewed commitment in this key area, we’ll be  
working with Gallup and using their well-respected  
‘q12’ engagement programme, starting this year with  
our Viridor Survey.  

We have also set ourselves the task of making a step 
change in the way we manage health, safety and 
welfare. Good safety is, of course, the responsibility  
of all employees not just managers and directors,  
and we are working hard to promote a safe and 
healthy culture throughout our company. 

Our most common accidents remain slips, trips and 
falls, followed by manual handling and impact injuries. 
Although we have seen some improvements in 
accident and incidence rates, they remain too high.

To ensure our approach and our systems are as effective 
as possible we conducted a health and safety ‘climate 
survey’ to ascertain the views of colleagues throughout 
the business. The results are being used to signpost 
the areas that need the most attention and to develop 
an action plan for further improvement. Central to our 
approach are clear, effective and regular campaigns and 
communications supporting health, safety and working 
well, such as the Stop and Think! campaign developed 
in our South West region. We work hard to continually 
improve these.  

We received one Improvement Notice from the HSE 
during the year relating to pedestrian segregation  
from operations at East Kilbride HWRC, which was 
swiftly remedied.

2013/14 TARgeT
Review and amend 
recruitment processes to 
better meet the changing 
needs of the business 
and society, ensuring our 
workforce more accurately 
reflects the communities 
in which we work. Women 
to make up 25% of the 
workforce by 2015. Greater 
use of social media for 
recruitment and improved 
access is part of this review. 

ĴĴĴTARGET COMPLETED  
(to date) 

Extensive review and 
improvement of processes, 
introduced use of social media 
and streamlined admin in 
recruitment makes for increased 
access, targeting and a better 
experience for candidates and 
management. The 25% female 
workforce target by 2015 
remains challenging.

We ARe WORkINg 
HARD TO pROMOTe 
A SAfe AND 
HeALTHY CULTURe.

2013/14 TARgeT
Complete the development 
of our Safety Information 
Database as the central 
repository of high quality 
H&S documentation, sharing 
best practice and assisting 
compliance. 

ĴĴĴTARGET ONGOING

Content is fully prepared and 
ICT enabling system undergoing 
testing. Should be completed by 
end of q2 2014.

VIRIDOR PEOPLE

left: Viridor's Roy Griffin and 
Tracy Carney, Runcorn ERFWORkpLACe: 

OUR PEOPLE  
ARE OUR GREATEST 
RESOURCE
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WORKPLACE

46–55

WORKPLACE
SKILLS, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY

2013/14 TARgeT
To develop the National 
Lead Inspector (NLI) 
initiative with the HSE and 
champion the drive towards 
lower accident rates across 
the industry through 
engagement with the Waste 
Industry Safety and Health 
(WISH) forum and via our 
supply chain. 

ĴĴTARGET COMPLETE

NLI campaign is a central 
feature of HSE's campaign 
to reduce accidents in our 
sector. Viridor has played a key 
role in developing the WISH 
accident reduction blueprint.  
This now features in our own 
H&S strategy and HSE has 
noted progress. Viridor has 
also contributed to the ESA’s 
(our trade association) accident 
reduction charter which now 
calls for a step change in 
accident reduction across  
the sector.  

2013/14 TARgeT
Achieve a 10% reduction in 
three-year rolling RIDDOR 
incidence rate, working 
towards an overall aim 
of zero accidents in the 
workplace. 

ĴĴTARGET COMPLETE

Incidence rate on calendar 
year reduced by 16%. NB: This 
target now superseded by 
revised commitment to a step 
change in health and safety 
performance. 

OUR peOpLe pROfILe BReAkDOWN BY  
Age AND BY geNDeR AS AT 31 MARCH 2014

Age NUMBeR
% Of 
WORkfORCe MALe

% Of  
gROUp feMALe

% Of  
gROUp

<25 174 5.6 131 75.3 43 24.7

26-35 681 21.8 553 81.2 128 18.8

36-45 759 24.4 648 85.4 111 14.6

46-55 986 31.6 857 86.9 129 13.1

56-64 464 14.9 407 87.7 57 12.3

>65 53 1.7 46 86.6 7 13.2

keY:  
MALE/FEMALE 
AGE GROUP 

BREAKDOWN:

RIDDOR INjURY TYpe 2010 2011 2012  2013*

Lifting/Carrying/
Handling

18 28% 11 28.2% 7 16% 9 24.3%

Trip/fall 11 17% 11 28.2% 14 31% 11 29.7%

Hit by moving, flying or 
falling object

12 19% 5 12.8% 6 13% 8 21.6%

Slip 15 23% 6 15.4% 8 18% 3 8.1%

Other 8 13% 6 15.4% 10 22% 6 16.2%

Total 64 39 45 37

Incidence rate  
(per 100,000 
employees)

2,164 1,238 1,429 1,197

Head count 2,957 3,151 3,150 3,091

* Please note that in 2013 we reported on seven-day RIDDORs in line with the 2012 amendment to RIDDOR 
(1995) regulations. Previous years show three-day RIDDOR statistics. Three-day employee RIDDOR statistics for 
2013 would have been 43.

21%
ReDUCTION IN TRIpS 
AND fALLS IN 2013

5,353

17
16%

41 245
TRAININg DAYS 

1,001
CeRTIfICATe Of 
pROfeSSIONAL 
COMpeTeNCe 
(CpC) DRIVeR 
TRAININg DAYS 

802
HUB/SHARepOINT 
TRAININg DAYS

fULL-TIMe 
AppReNTICeS

ReDUCTION IN INCIDeNCe 
RATe ON CALeNDAR YeAR

fOUNDATION 
DegRee 
MANAgeMeNT 
DegRee COURSe 
DeLegATeS

SUSTAINABLe 
ReSOURCe 
MANAgeMeNT 
AppReNTICeSHIpS

2013/14 TARgeT
Develop and thereby 
increase the use of 
apprenticeships (objective 
of 250 apprenticeships 
completed by 2014) and 
other on-the-job training 
initiatives (including life-
long learning) that ensure 
the correct level of skill and 
expertise in place to meet 
changing business needs.  

ĴĴTARGET COMPLETE

Over 260 apprenticeships 
now registered across the 
company. Viridor Management 
Foundation Degree course 
first cohort has completed 
and graduated in July 2014. 
Next cohort will commence in 
Northern region in April 2015. 

THe AVeRAge Age Of 
OUR WORkfORCe IS  
43.8 (43.5 IN 2013)

2013
AVG AGE

43.5

2014
AVG AGE

43.8

26–35 36–45<25 >6556–64
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WORKPLACE

2013/14 TARgeT
Implement the new 
Competence Management 
System (CMS) as alternative 
to Certificates of Technical 
Competence (COTCs) and 
gain registration for the 
company. 

ĴĴTARGET ONGOING

Registration audit by BSI took 
place in May 2014.

We have introduced a new employee 
performance appraisal system which 
incorporates our six key core behavioural 
competencies. These are designed to 
ensure that we have the right technical 
abilities to take the business forward as 
well as the required managerial skill sets. 

The first of our Viridor Foundation 
Management Degree cohorts completed 
their qualification and received their 
degrees at Edge Hill University in July 2014. 
Our Chairman, Colin Drummond, also 
received an honorary doctorate for services 
to the waste industry. 

 
 

CUSTOMeR  
fOCUS

COMMeRCIAL 
AWAReNeSS

MANAgINg  
CHANge

COMMUNICATION TeAMWORk CULTURe, VALUeS  
AND eTHICS

OUR CORE COMPETENCIES

We continue to take apprentices into  
the business and our latest four graduate 
trainees, who started in 2012, are now 
in permanent managerial positions. Our 
current graduate trainees are progressing 
well and adding value to the company  
with their fresh approach and thirst  
for knowledge. 

Succession planning is under way across 
the business to ensure that we are future-
fit. The range of training and development 
opportunities is constantly under review 
to ensure that we are able to support the 
career development of our people. 

We work hard to ensure our workforce is 
representative of the communities in which 
we operate and to ensure a pipeline of talent.  

OUR CHALLeNge 
IS TO eNSURe OUR 
eMpLOYeeS HAVe  
THe SkILLS, expeRTISe 
AND SUppORT TO 
MeeT THe DeMANDS 
Of OUR BUSINeSS 
NOW AND INTO  
THe fUTURe. 

OUR SIx keY CORe BeHAVIOURAL COMpeTeNCIeS

riGht Steve Millar, Longley Lane MRF



GIVING ELECTRICAL ITEMS NEW LIFE

OVER SIx MILLION ELECTRICAL ITEMS ARE 
THROWN AWAY EVERY YEAR IN THE UK. OVER 

95% OF THESE ITEMS COULD BE RECYCLED. 

VIRIDOR HAS INVESTED IN STATE-OF-THE-ART 
FACILITIES IN THE NORTH WEST AND SCOTLAND.  

IN SCOTLAND OVER 50,000 TONNES OF MATERIAL 
HAS BEEN RECYCLED IN THE LAST TWO YEARS 

ALONE, INCLUDING 625,000 FRIDGES.



MARKETPLACE

Our purpose is to give resources new 
life; our business strategy clearly 
focuses on transforming waste into 
high quality recycled materials and 
into essential renewable energy. 

This is aligned with key long-term UK 
and global trends (in policy, business 
and customer demand) towards greater 
resource efficiency and energy security.  

Viridor continues to build its business 
through a combination of securing long-
term contracts, driving quality in recycling 
and growing capacity in waste-derived 
renewable energy. 

 

Long-term profit growth is expected to  
be driven by Viridor's PPP contracts, energy 
recovery facility (ERF) projects and focused 
recycling opportunities. 

Our two operational business divisions –  
Recycling & Resources (comprising 
recycling, contracts and collection) and 
Energy (comprising energy recovery 
facilities, landfill energy, anaerobic 
digestion and other renewable power) – 
are aligned with our strategy. 

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS & PERFORMANCE REVIEW
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BUILDING 
ECONOMIC 

SUSTAINABILITY  
AND RESILIENCE

01. Runcorn ERF 

02. Exeter ERF

03. Trident Park ERF

04. Ardley ERF

NOTABLe ACHIeVeMeNTS
ĴĴ   Excellent continuing progress in strategic 

reorientation of Viridor's business model

ĴĴ Significant developments in long-term 
energy recovery facilities business 

ĴĴ  Runcorn Phase I and Exeter ERFs in ‘hot 
commissioning’ 

ĴĴ Ardley (Oxfordshire) ERF in commissioning 

ĴĴ Runcorn Phase II and Trident Park (Cardiff) 
ERFs shortly to enter commissioning 

ĴĴ South East Wales residual waste project 
(Prosiect Gwyrdd) signed December 2013

ĴĴ Glasgow and Peterborough ERFs under 
construction 

ĴĴ South London Waste Partnership PPP 
(Beddington ERF) – planning secured 
but ‘notice to proceed’ delayed due to 
expected judicial review 

ĴĴ  c.80% of required residual waste inputs 
secured across our ERF asset portfolio, of 
which c.60% is under long-term contracts. 

OpeRATIONAL HIgHLIgHTS 
ĴĴ  Financial performance in line with 

management expectations 

ĴĴ  Strong progress in long-term Public  
Private Partnership (PPP)/Energy Recovery 
Facilities strategy

ĴĴ Recovery in recycling margins from low  
of 2012/13 

ĴĴ  Landfill energy – focus on managing 
the decline in landfill operations and 
maximising energy production 

ĴĴ Exceptional charges of: 

ĴĴ  £43 million asset impairment  
(primarily landfill) 

ĴĴ £6 million increased landfill provisions

(Net of tax these totalled £40 million).

MARkeTpLACe 
MAKING THINGS HAPPEN 
IN CHALLENGING TIMES
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MARKETPLACE

OUTLOOk

Viridor continues its transformation 
from having been a landfill operator 
to being one of the UK’s leading 
recycling, renewable power and resource 
management companies. 

While there are some signs of improving 
economic trends, we remain appropriately 
cautious about future recyclate prices.  
We remain strongly focused on driving 
quality in recycling, optimising revenues 
and achieving efficiencies. 

 
 

Excellent progress has been made in  
realising our ERF business. Five major 
facilities are due to become operational 
in 2014/15, with two others under 
construction. 

Viridor’s earnings before interest, tax, 
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) for 
the first half of 2014/15 is expected to be 
materially lower than the half-year figure 
for 2013/14. This is primarily due to the 
expected continuation of landfill decline 
but also the gradual decline in power 
generation and the near-term factors such 
as lower revenue per tonne for recycling 
and expiry of old contracts.  

However, the ERFs coming on stream this 
year are expected to boost the second 
half-year’s EBITDA and result in the full year 
EBITDA for 2014/15 exceeding 2013/14. 

These assets represent a strategic ERF 
portfolio which is already making a 
significant contribution to Viridor’s bottom 
line. They also reflect the realisation of 
a strategy, including aligned recycling 
services, which is expected to contribute 
circa £100 million to Viridor’s EBITDA 
within the next three years.

PERFORMANCE REVIEW

riGht Inside Trident Park ERF

ReCYCLINg & ReSOURCeS 
peRfORMANCe

Recovery in recycling margins – although 
remain cautious about future prospects 

Continued focus on quality and  
adding value 

 £25 million investment in new glass and 
polymers recycling facilities in Newhouse, 
Scotland and Rochester, Kent, to maximise 
the value of recyclates processed – both 
due online in autumn 2014 

 Profits in contracts and collection  
up overall.

eNeRgY peRfORMANCe

Excellent progress in long-term PPP/ERF 
projects including financial close achieved 
for South East Wales residual waste 
PPP (Prosiect Gwyrdd) securing fuel for 
Trident Park ERF

Lakeside ERF continuing to perform 
strongly 

Walpole AD facility now operational 

 Landfill gas power generation profit  
up 26.5% 

Increase in profits for landfill gas power 
generation more than offset by the 
continued decline in landfill. 
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erfs in operation: 

01 LAkeSIDe eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 37mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 410,000tpa

02 BOLTON eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 9mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 120,000tpa

03 DeRRIfORD eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 1.8mwth
 WASTE CAPACITY 3.600tpa

erfs operational in 2014/15:

04 ARDLeY eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 24mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 300,000tpa

05 exeTeR eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 3mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 60,000tpa

06 TRIDeNT  
pARk eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 28mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 350,000tpa

07 RUNCORN eRf
ENERGY CAPACITY 70mwe/51mwth
 WASTE CAPACITY 750,000tpa

erfs under ConstruCtion:

08 peTeRBOROUgH
ENERGY CAPACITY 7mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 80,000tpa

09 gLASgOW 
gASIfICATION
ENERGY CAPACITY 15mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 200,000tpa

erf ConstruCtion start  
expeCted in 2014/15:

10 BeDDINgTON
ENERGY CAPACITY 26mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 275,000tpa

erfs planninG permission 
aChieVed:

11 AVONMOUTH
ENERGY CAPACITY 28mwe
 WASTE CAPACITY 350,000tpa

12 DUNBAR
ENERGY CAPACITY 23mwe/17mwth
 WASTE CAPACITY 300,000tpa

MARKETPLACEMARKETPLACE

As a learning organisation, Viridor 
encourages and seeks feedback from 
customers, communities and partners 
regarding our sites, services and 
performance at every opportunity. 

Operational facilities continue to work in 
partnership with communities, ensuring 
any operational activities that are likely to 
generate complaints are discussed with 
residents, either during site liaison meetings 
or site open days. Residents are encouraged 
to report any concerns through our incident 
reporting line so that the matter can be 
investigated promptly. Total complaints 
received during the reporting period have 
increased by 16%. Complaints relating to 
odour continue to be the most significant, 
accounting for over half (56%).

Our North Manchester MBT facility 
continues to account for 18% of total 
complaints received.  

The site continues to review and investigate 
any complaints and ensures operational 
procedures at the site are continually 
reviewed. This includes consulting with 
the community and regulators to ensure 
both real issues are addressed and any 
improvement plans which optimise control 
measures are agreed. The site has installed 
screens to improve the visual appearance  
of the site for the local residents. 

We also receive positive feedback and 
compliments from service users and site 
neighbours. These can range from thanking 
helpful operatives on our Household Waste 
Recycling Centres to highlighting exceptional 
service provided. Our reporting systems 
are currently not set up to proactively seek 
this type of feedback, but we recognise the 
importance and value that a simple ‘thank 
you’ can bring, so will be looking to develop 
this further.

CUSTOMER & COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

*149 sites with ISO 9001, 14001 & 18001, 150 sites with ISO 50001

 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Number of sites with ISO certification 
(ISO 9001, 14001, 18001 & 50001)

157  
(out of 198) 

158  
(out of 197) 

149*  
(out of 188) 

prosecutions 0 0 1 

formal cautions 1 0 0 

enforcement notices 1 0 1 

Abatement notices 0 0 0 

 2012/13 2013/14 

good service & positive feedback 38 56

Total complaints/contact 799 928 

Odour related 486 520 

environmental 91 105 

Service related 222 303 

Total number of operating units 327 317 

Complaints/contact per unit 2.4 2.9 

feeDBACk IS IMpORTANT TO US.  
IT CAN HeLp IDeNTIfY BeST 
pRACTICe THAT We SHOULD DO 
MORe Of AND ALSO IDeNTIfY 
AReAS TO IMpROVe.

79%
Of SITeS 
CeRTIfIeD TO 
ISO STANDARDS

OUR 
FACILITIES

12

02

04

01

10

08

11
06

05
03

09

07

MATeRIAL 
ReCYCLINg 
fACILITIeS 

OTHeR  
OpeRATIONAL 

fACILITIeS

eNeRgY 
ReCOVeRY 
fACILITIeS

aBoVe Lauren Hill, Trafford Park 
and Dave O’Driscoll, Longley Lane MRF
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OUR CUSTOMeRS 

Viridor provides quality recycling, recovery 
and waste management services to more 
than 150 local authorities and major 
corporate clients and over 32,000 customers 
across all sectors throughout the UK. As we 
emerge from recent recession, an increasing 
proportion of our customers are looking 
for a ‘zero waste to landfill’ service and to 
maximise waste reduction, recycling and 
recovery from their own waste in a cost-
effective manner. 

We look to form close partnerships with 
our clients so that we continuously improve 
our services to meet their aspirations.  
Our customers want assurance of a reliable 
and quality service, financial integrity 
and high standards of compliance, but 
increasingly they demand both detailed 
auditing and reporting of resource and 
carbon management practices and a 
commitment to ongoing improvement 
and engagement as part of their own 
supply chain. Viridor is pleased to be able 
to continue to offer a progressive and 
collaborative approach to service and 
sustainability in these challenging times. 

We’Re pROUD 
TO SeRVe MORe 
THAN 150 LOCAL 
AUTHORITIeS AND 
MAjOR CORpORATe 
CLIeNTS, AND OVeR 
32,000 CUSTOMeRS 
ACROSS ALL SeCTORS 
IN THe Uk. 

OUR CUSTOMERS & SUPPLIERS

2013/14 TARgeT
Implement a business-wide 
sustainable procurement 
and supply chain policy, 
working with our top ten 
suppliers and other key 
stakeholders as appropriate.

ĴĴTARGET COMPLETE

Revised sustainable 
procurement policy approved 
and now being implemented. 
Survey and collaboration with 
13 key suppliers has identified 
areas of improvement; 
engagement with wider supply 
chain now under way.

left Longley Lane HWRC, Manchester

OUR SUppLY CHAIN  

It is now well understood that the majority 
of sustainability risks and opportunities 
occur outside the factory fence. Carbon 
footprints are a good indicator of this, as 
an organisation's supply chain footprint can 
make up 80% or more of the emissions 
related to the service or product that  
it provides. 

In recent years Viridor has done much 
to tackle the direct emissions it creates 
from its activities. However, we recognise 
that as a supplier of recycling and waste 
management service, we too need to have 
greater visibility regarding the sustainability 
of our supply chain. This will help give our 
customers greater assurance that impacts 
are being dealt with and opportunities 
embraced. 

In 2013/14 a sustainable procurement 
policy was developed and will now be 
implemented by a new dedicated function 
for capital and operational procurement.   

During 2013/14 we worked with ten 
of our largest suppliers (by spend) to 
understand their current approach to 
sustainability. This was conducted through 
a detailed liaison focusing on key areas 
of sustainable business practices. It also 
enabled us to benchmark our approach 
to sustainability against our supply chain. 
Key findings of this exercise were that 
our capital suppliers –  i.e. those building 
infrastructure on our behalf – showed 
the strongest performance, whilst those 
providing advisory or brokerage services 
and general operational supplies needed to 
develop their sustainable procurement and 
business practices further. Benchmarking 
showed that Viridor had an above average 
performance overall, but also highlighted 
significant opportunities for collaboration, 
learning and engagement with our suppliers.   
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GIVING ORGANIC AND FOOD WASTE NEW LIFE

UK HOUSEHOLDS DISCARD A STAGGERING SEVEN 
MILLION TONNES OF FOOD WASTE EVERY YEAR. 

VIRIDOR IS CONVERTING UNWANTED FOOD 
AND ORGANIC WASTE INTO HIGH qUALITY 

PRODUCTS LIKE OUR 'REVIVE' COMPOST, AS WELL 
AS GENERATING ELECTRICITY USING ANAEROBIC 

DIGESTION (AD) TECHNOLOGY.



ENVIRONMENT
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T
oday's predominant business 
practices continue to rely on 
increasing resource consumption 
to create and drive economic 

growth. There is increasing pressure on 
resources such as metals, minerals and 
fossil fuels, and rising and volatile prices 
for materials and energy demonstrate the 
increasing risk of an impending 'resource 
crunch'. Addressing this and changing 
traditional linear business models ('extract, 
make, consume, dispose') requires 
adopting business strategies of more 
circular economies. The principles of this 
include higher levels of reuse, recycling and 
resource efficiency, products as services, 
collaborative production and consumption, 
and much higher levels of renewable 
power generation and use. 

Viridor is pleased to continue its support 
and participation in the Circular Economy 
Task Force. Led by the Green Alliance, this 
Government-supported, cross-sectoral 
collaborative project is leading the thinking 
on effective policy-making for a more 
resource-resilient circular economy.  
The first report of the task force – a group 
of eight major businesses convened by 
the Green Alliance – has outlined the 
underlying environmental causes of 
resource risks to the UK.  

This year the project has also highlighted 
and provided policy insight into 'the  
great resource price shock'.  

Over the past decade, world prices of key 
resources have risen sharply and been 
highly volatile: between 2003 and 2013, 
world fuel prices rose fourfold, metal prices 
trebled and food prices roughly doubled. 
This sharp rise, affecting most commodity 
groups, is in marked contrast with much of 
the 1980s and 90s, when real commodity 
prices generally declined. The task force has 
explored this recent phenomenon and its 
impacts on inflation and living standards 
in the UK, along with the factors likely to 
influence its future evolution and the policy 
responses available to mitigate it.  

Viridor provides services in line with its 
purpose of giving resources new life and 
in support of the 'waste hierarchy' (reduce, 
reuse, recycle, recover, dispose). We 
continue to identify economic and policy 
drivers and opportunities to develop and 
deliver services that contribute to greater 
resource efficiency and energy security.  

We continue to invest in essential 
infrastructure to meet the market demand 
for managing materials and waste as 
real resources. Our ERF projects are 
moving towards becoming productive 
social infrastructure as they enter their 
operational phase in the coming year.  
Investment in recycling technology and 
capacity also continues, with pleasing 
developments this year at Crayford MRF, 
Skelmersdale Polymer Recycling facility,  
and new glass and polymer reprocessing 
plants in Scotland and Kent.  
 

Despite ongoing price volatility for recycled 
commodities, we broadly maintained the 
overall volume of material recovered for 
recycling at 2.5 million tonnes (1.8 million 
tonnes of this was traded dry recyclates) 
in 2013/14, while focusing strongly on 
producing higher quality materials. 

Renewable power generation decreased 
by 5.1% to 778 GWh. The greatest 
contribution of renewable power 
generation was from 33 landfill gas power 
plants, followed by ERFs and a modest 
contribution from AD plants and solar 
power arrays. The contribution from ERFs 
will increase significantly as five plants are 
due to become operational during 2014/15. 
Viridor commissioned an additional AD 
facility at Walpole, Somerset during the 
year and installed solar power arrays 
at Westbury closed landfill site and at 
Lakeside ERF. 

A partnership between Viridor and 
Highview Power Storage was awarded 
over £8 million in February 2014 to spur 
innovation in storing energy, which could 
make a vital contribution towards energy 
security. The contract to build and operate 
a 5MW energy storage demonstration 
plant at a Viridor landfill gas power plant 
has been awarded by the Department of 
Energy and Climate Change. 

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

OUT OF SIGHT 
Products and consumables 
thrown away

INTO ACTION 
Recycling collections from 
home and office

TRANSFER 
Viridor checks all waste 
streams and directs material 
to MRFs

SORTING 
Dry recyclables are sorted or 
graded at Viridor materials 
recycling facilities

REPROCESSING 
Viridor reprocesses 
recyclables into high 
quality raw materials whilst 
generating energy

QUALITY 
Viridor Resource 
Management sale of high 
quality recyclate

MANUFACTURING 
Manufacturing of high  
quality goods using  
recyclates as raw materials 

RETAIL AND BUSINESS 
Consumer goods  
incorporate increasing 
amounts of recycled  
materials

gROWINg CIRCULAR 
eCONOMIeS

OUT OF SIGHT 
Products and consumables 
thrown away 

INTO ACTION 
Residual waste collections  
from home and office

TRANSFER 
Viridor checks waste streams 
and directs to treatment facility

SORTING  
Any remaining recyclables 
extracted

 
 
 

FUEL PROCESSING 
Viridor prepares fuel for  
ERFs or AD plants

RENEWABLE POWER 
GENERATION 
Optimum efficiency as waste 
transformed into electrical 
power and heat

HEAT & POWER 
Vital heat and power supplied 
to homes and business

BY-PRODUCT RECYCLING 
Bottom ash and residues 
recycled

ReCYCLINg & ReSOURCeS eNeRgY

eNVIRONMeNT 
MAKING TODAY’S GOODS 
TOMORROW’S RESOURCES

VIRIDOR IS pLeASeD TO CONTINUe ITS 
SUppORT AND pARTICIpATION IN THe 
CIRCULAR eCONOMY TASk fORCe. 



ENVIRONMENT
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2013/14 TARgeT
To respond to and act upon 
the emerging DEFRA MRF 
Code of Practice, amending 
company procedures in 
readiness of full compliance 
from its implementation date 
of April 2014. 

ĴĴTARGET COMPLETE

Project signed off and 
implemented at all sites 
involved or directly connected 
to the demands of the Waste 
Regulations (England and 
Wales) and the MRF Code of 
Practice. Viridor had previously 
led and supported the sector’s 
development of quality standards 
for recycling facilities.

gWh
760

2011/12

gWh
820

2012/13

gWh
778

2013/14

2,130,775

2,304,954

2,534,410

2,437,743

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

+8% 

+10% 

-4% 

ReNeWABLe pOWeR geNeRATION

MATeRIAL ReCOVeReD fOR ReCYCLINg (TONNeS)

AWARDeD OVeR  
£8 MILLION TO  
SpUR INNOVATION 
IN STORINg eNeRgY 
WHICH COULD 
MAke A VITAL 
CONTRIBUTION 
TOWARDS eNeRgY 
SeCURITY.

WASTe INpUTS & ReCYCLINg 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Recyclate traded 1.4 million 1.7 million 1.8 million 1.9 million 1.8 million 

Total waste inputs 7.7 million 7.6 million 7.3 million 7.2 million 7.4 million 

Total recycled – including organics 1.7 million 2.1 million 2.3 million 2.5 million 2.4 million 

Total green waste composted 171,000 224,000 294,000 340,000 333,000 

green waste sent to third-party sites 198,000 230,000 137,000 92,000 89,000 

Waste composted 369,000 454,000 431,000 432,000 421,000 

Total material recovered  1.9 million 2.4 million 2.4 million 2.6 million 2.5 million 

Relative amounts of materials recovered for 
recycling as a proportion of total waste inputs 

24% 31% 34% 37% 34% 

Relative amounts of materials recycled and 
recovered for energy as a proportion of total 
waste inputs (including efW & AD) 

        37%

Tonnes 

left Craig Critchley, Runcorn ERF



ENVIRONMENT
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V
iridor continues to adopt a 
voluntary approach to reporting 
a detailed breakdown of its 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 

either independently as with this report, or 
jointly with its parent company through the 
internationally recognised Carbon Disclosure 
Project (CDP). Our 2013 CDP submission 
resulted in Pennon Group being placed in 
the top 10% of the FTSE350 for disclosure.  

In terms of regulatory compliance, Viridor’s 
GHG emissions are also included in Pennon’s 
Annual Report & Accounts and our 
emissions related to energy use (electricity 
and natural gas) are covered by Pennon’s 
carbon allowance purchases under the UK’s 
Carbon Reduction Commitment scheme. 

Carbon management and energy 
management are now well established 
sustainability disciplines within Viridor. 
Key to successful energy-related carbon 
reduction projects has been the continued 
implementation of ISO 50001 Energy 
Management System (first secured in 
2013). We continue to lead our sector with 
certification to this standard at 150 of our 
sites. This represents 43% of the total 
certified sites (from all sectors) in the UK 
and 2% worldwide. 

Our training workshops provide a wide 
range of Viridor employees with the 
knowledge and skills to reduce energy 
consumption through behavioural 
change, and to put forward proposals for 
investments in energy-saving technologies.  

We have not yet achieved the level of 
organisation-wide carbon tracking systems 
that we aspire to but have continued to 
develop robust tracking systems at the 
more energy-intensive sites. Just 20% of 
our sites consume 80% of the energy used 
by the company. 

As our transition away from landfill disposal 
continues with the development of more 
recovery and recycling facilities, our energy 
consumption – particularly electricity 
– has continued to grow. However, 
although energy-intensive for Viridor, 
the displacement of virgin materials in 
manufacturing supply chains with recycled 
material significantly reduces embodied 
carbon across product lifecycles. 

The combustion of currently non-recyclable 
residual waste in our growing fleet of ERF 
facilities to create electricity and heat is  
also contributing to the displacement 
of carbon-intensive fossil fuel-powered 
electricity generation. 

2013/14 
peRfORMANCe 
When considering our overall 
carbon footprint, for which 
we have operational control, 
reductions against our 2010/11 
baseline have continued. In 
2013/14 emissions reduced 
by 8% overall. Our 2020 
goal remains to reduce our 
operational carbon footprint  
by 35%. 

More specifically, our aspiration 
to become 20% more energy 
efficient in terms of the ‘fossil 
energy’ we use has started to 
gain traction, with the end of 
year three of the plan showing 
a 7.5% efficiency improvement 
(measured as revenue generated 
per tonne of carbon dioxide 
equivalent (or GHG) emitted). 

We’Re LeADINg OUR SeCTOR 
IN ISO 50001 eNeRgY 
MANAgeMeNT SYSTeM 
CeRTIfICATION. 150 Of OUR 
SITeS ARe NOW CeRTIfIeD TO 
THIS STANDARD – THAT’S 43% 
Of ALL Uk CeRTIfICATIONS 
AND 2% WORLDWIDe SO fAR.

CARBON  
fOOTpRINT 
ReVIeW
Although continuing to follow best practice by 
reporting our emissions using the internationally 
recognised convention of ‘Scopes’, the updating 
of greenhouse gas conversion factors by the 
UK government on an annual basis means that 
once again it is appropriate for us to restate our 
2011 baseline to show a meaningful comparison 
with our 2014 emissions. 

The most significant change is the treatment of 
biogenic (short cycle) carbon emissions within 
landfill gas. DEFRA’s 2013 conversion factors 
now advise that these are removed from scope. 

Other changes include the removal of compost 
related emissions, as these too are biogenic 
with emissions related to site process energy 
included elsewhere. 

SCOpe 1:  
DIReCT

SCOpe 2: 
eNeRgY DIReCT

SCOpe 3: 
ACTIVITY –  
OTHeR INDIReCT*

SCOpe 3: 
'WeLL TO TANk'**

OUTSIDe  
Of SCOpe

Baseline 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

2013/14 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

Baseline 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

2013/14 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

Baseline 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

2013/14 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

Baseline 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

2013/14 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

Baseline 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

2013/14 
gHg 
tonnes 
CO2e

Landfill emissions 1,014,239 873,328 - - 994,791 920,000

eRf emissions (including anaerobic 
digestion) 233,028 261,882 - - - 10,557

Road transport emissions 46,127 39,013 10,233 8,655 - 977

Rail transport emissions - - - - 1,467 1,616 307 339 - -

process energy emissions 31,411 33,427 22,875 30,735 2,334 4,692 9,397 11,815 - -

Total emissions 1,324,806 1,207,650 22,875 30,735 3,801 6,308 19,937 20,809 995,947 931,534

BASeLINe 2013/14

Sum of gHg emissions – Scopes 1,2 & 3 1,371,420 1,265,502

Sum of gHg emissions – outside of 
Scope 995,947 931,534

*  Other indirect GHG emissions from sources not owned or controlled by Viridor. These include emissions from the supply chain or other stakeholders.

** These factors enable organisations to account for the emissions associated with extracting, refining and transportation of the raw fuel to the vehicle,  
 asset or process under scrutiny.

CARBON MANAGEMENT & ENERGY EFFICIENCY

VIRIDOR gHg eMISSIONS AS 
CO2 eQUIVALeNT TONNeS USINg 
DefRA 2013 gHg RepORTINg 
fACTORS (& HISTORIC fACTORS 
fOR eLeCTRICITY WHeRe 
AppROpRIATe)

aBoVe Helen Edwards, Walpole AD plant
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ENVIRONMENT

2013/14 TARgeT
Use Viridor's energy 
monitoring and targeting 
system to develop a 
company-wide reporting 
system to drive further 
energy and resource 
efficiency initiatives, 
tracking carbon reductions 
against the approved Five-
Year Energy and Carbon 
Reduction Plan.

ĴĴĴTARGET NOT COMPLETE  
/ DEFERRED

Delayed by introduction of 
broader business processes.  
Significant development work 
complete and progress against 
five-year plan confirmed. 

2013/14 TARgeT
Deliver effective enterprise-
wide training on energy 
efficiency to all Unit 
Managers, thereby creating 
conditions for ongoing 
reductions in site energy use.

ĴĴĴTARGET COMPLETED

Eight energy workshops 
delivered across the business  
and rolling programme in place 
for 2014. 

CARBON MANAGEMENT & ENERGY EFFICIENCY

VIRIDOR gHg eMISSIONS BY SCOpe
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eNeRgY 
CONSUMpTION  
 
There has been a steady rise 
in electricity and natural gas 
consumption in recent years 
as our material recovery 
and recycling business has 
developed. The 6% increase in 
energy-related emissions during 
the last year is attributable 
to further investments in 
material recovery and recycling 
infrastructure, with recyclate 
outputs as noted above 
displacing embodied carbon in 
manufacturing supply chains.

THe CARBON fOOTpRINT IS NOW 
SpLIT INTO fOUR keY AReAS, MORe 
CLOSeLY RefLeCTINg OUR keY 
OpeRATINg AReAS gOINg fORWARD. 

TRANSpORT 
eMISSIONS –  
ROAD AND RAIL 
 
Through ongoing fleet 
management activities such 
as route optimisation, modal 
shifts, investments in lower 
emission vehicles and driver 
behavioural changes linked 
to remote tracking and fuel 
performance metrics, fleet 
emissions have reduced by circa 
15% during the three years 
since 2011. Almost half these 
reductions have been achieved 
in the last 12 months. Viridor 
is now starting to move more 
material by rail, most notably to 
our Runcorn ERF facility. As this 
type of modal shift continues 
to expand, we have decided to 
report it as a separate transport 
emission. Rail movements are 
however operated by a third 
party so rail movements will be 
reported as a Scope 3 emission.  

LANDfILL  
 
Landfill inputs have continued 
to change in volume and 
composition and after the 
peak in electricity generation in 
2012/13, landfill gas emissions 
have declined by 14% since 
2011. They are expected to 
continue on a downward trend.  

eNeRgY 
geNeRATION  
(eRf AND AD)  
 
ERF and AD energy generation 
emissions (previously quoted 
as thermal) have remained 
broadly static over the last year, 
with DEFRA’s revised emission 
calculation methodology now 
putting the biogenic (short 
cycle) emissions out of scope. 

With a fleet of seven new 
ERF plants in construction 
and commissioning, and five 
anaerobic digestion plants now 
operational, energy generation 
(electricity and heat) will soon 
become one of the main 
elements of our carbon footprint. 

aBoVe, left to riGht  
Longley Lane MRF 

Viridor Fleet 
Walpole landfill facility 

Walpole AD plant



GIVING PLASTICS NEW LIFE

VIRIDOR HAS MADE SIGNIFICANT 
INVESTMENTS IN FACILITIES THAT SUPPLY THE 
MARKET WITH THE HIGH-GRADE RECYCLED 

POLYMERS THAT IT DEMANDS. 

OUR PLANT IN SKELMERSDALE CAN PROCESS 
OVER 3,000 TONNES OF POST-CONSUMER 

BOTTLES THAT ARRIVE IN BALES FROM 
LOCAL AUTHORITY AND PRIVATE SECTOR 

CONTRACTS EACH MONTH.
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OUR BUSINESS IN THE COMMUNITY

01. Meeth Quarry, Devon 
A man-made quarry has been given over to wildlife forever thanks to 
an award of £590,000 from Viridor Credits. The award enabled Devon 
Wildlife Trust to purchase the quarry with the aim of protecting the 
ecology of the site as well as opening it up to the public for the first time.

02. Stepps Park, Glasgow 
A popular park in the town of Stepps near Glasgow has been  
transformed thanks to the efforts of the Friends of Stepps Park.  
Intensive consultation with regular park users informed the design of 
the park, with a strong emphasis on inclusion of all members of the 
community. An award of £101,000 from Viridor Credits helped towards 
new play equipment, seating, access and drainage, contributing to the 
renovation of this beloved green space.

03. Christ Church, Turnham Green 
A church at the heart of its community, Christ Church has stood  
sentinel-like on Chiswick High Road for 170 years. In 2008, the future 
of the church was threatened when a survey found severe deterioration 
of the fabric of the building. Extensive local fundraising and an award of 
£10,000 from Viridor Credits has seen essential repairs to the stonework 
and clock faces.

04. Little Hulton Cricket Club, Greater Manchester 
Little Hulton CC is a volunteer-run club with aspirations to achieve 
Clubmark status. The old, manned scoreboard was cold and damp, and 
the wicket covers made from heavy tarpaulin. Funding of £7,742 from 
Viridor Credits has enabled the club to purchase an electronic scoreboard, 
which can be controlled from the warmth of the clubhouse, and lighter, 
wheel-mounted covers for when rain stops play.

VIRIDOR CReDITS 
LANDFILL COMMUNITIES FUND

01

03

02

04

Viridor has continued to embrace 
the Business in the Community CR 
Index as a framework to integrate 
responsible business practices into 
all operations. 

We were pleased to achieve an 
improved two star rating in the Business 
in the Community 2014 CR Index. 
Noted improvement areas included 
a continued commitment to support 
the communities in which we operate, 
adopting a community partnership 
approach and working closely with 
people near our sites and operations 
to address and contribute positively to 
their local priorities. Our goal is to play 
an active role in the community and 
work in partnership to provide lasting 
benefits. Our local sponsorship and 
charitable donations can help support 
this objective.

CASe STUDY 
gLASgOW CONTRACT 
COMMUNITY BeNefITS  

EDUCATION, TRAINING AND LOCAL 
CAPACITY BUILDING 

Delivering a legacy for Scotland’s largest 
city and its people through an ambitious 
community benefits programme is at the 
heart of Viridor’s £154m Glasgow Recycling 
and Renewable Energy Centre (GRREC). 
The 200,000 tonnes materials recovery, 
anaerobic digestion and gasification 
centre, opening in 2016, aims not only to 
transform green bin residual waste, but 
make a real impact through employment 
and training, education and awareness, 
and opportunities for small business and 
social enterprise.

Working with partner agencies, Viridor and 
its construction contractor have engaged 
163 roles on the project to date including 
two graduates, four apprentices and 13 
work placements. The project supports 
education and awareness through inbound 
and outbound programmes including a 
flagship partnership with the Engineering 
Development Trust, visits to Glasgow 
Show, schools, colleges and universities. It 
is supporting Glasgow business and social 
enterprise via £14.4m of local procurement 
to date backed by 479 hours of capacity 
building workshops.

CASe STUDY 
STeM AND gO4SeT  

VIRIDOR EDUCATIONAL SPONSORSHIP

Viridor is engaging a generation of 
young Scots through its innovative 
GO4SET partnership with the Engineering 
Development Trust (EDT). With a focus 
on developing UK capabilities in science, 
technology, engineering and maths, 
Viridor and EDT have linked-up to boost 
opportunities for hundreds of Scottish  
S2 (Year 8/9) school pupils each year.

The programme, offered across Scotland, 
links schools with industry and academia in 
an engaging ten-week programme. With 
each ‘hub’ adopting a project theme, the 
students work in school and on Viridor 
sites with an industry mentor to research, 
test and develop solutions to a problem, 
before presenting a report, display, model 
and presentation at a regional final event 
supported by Viridor. Winning students 
from each ‘hub’ go on to represent their 
region at the Viridor Scottish national final 
at the Scottish Parliament in Edinburgh.

The scheme offers pupils a real insight into 
STEM subjects, environmental challenges, 
industry and academia and encourages smart 
school subject choices at a critical path. 

We were pleased to continue our support for the 
Viridor Street Trees initiative. Now in its third year, 
this is a partnership with the Red Rose Forest (RRF) 
and identifies areas across Greater Manchester 
where the street environment can be improved  
by the high quality planting of urban trees. 

Community engagement is vital, with design, planting 
and maintenance involving local residents, schools, 
local councils and businesses, facilitated by RRF. Local 
employees are encouraged to participate and engage 
in local sponsorships wherever possible and ideas for 
support often come via our site liaison groups.

These groups also help demonstrate transparency 
at our operational facilities. Open dialogue helps 
us to understand local priorities, to answer queries 
promptly, and keeps local stakeholders updated 
on our plans and operations. Viridor also operates 
an open doors policy and encourages site visits 
from customers, community groups and interested 
stakeholders. These again included a programme of 
site open days this year linking with English Heritage 
Open Doors Week. We also encourage contact and 
engagement online and via social media.

In 2013 we established a new Charitable Giving 
Committee, with additional funding of £50,000 per 
annum being made available from the company. 
This funding will be accessible for local charitable 
organisations and projects within Viridor service 
areas. It has clear procedures and guidelines, which 
are being made publicly available and promoted 
both internally and externally. The panel assessing 
applications and awarding funding has broad 
representation from functions and regions across 
the company. 

COMMUNITY 
WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP
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SOMeRSeT fLOODS
Alongside the thousands of volunteers who signed up to help, Viridor 
helped to put in the local infrastructure to assist in clearing up the 
mess. Makeshift transfer stations were established in Moorland and 
Burrowbridge, with skips and containers to take away the debris from 
nearby homes brought in by official volunteers. Most of the waste had 
to go to landfill because of the water contamination, although the  
WEEE and metals will be recycled.  

OUR eDUCATION AND 
VISITOR CeNTReS 
ĴĴ carymoor environmental 
education centre* 
ĴĴ ford mrf 
ĴĴ hurstwood court (Bolton)  
ĴĴ lakeside erf 
ĴĴ llanfoist** 
ĴĴ masons mrf 
ĴĴ milton keynes mrf 
ĴĴ pilsworth north 
ĴĴ south manchester mrf/mBt/
ad 
ĴĴ stockport mBt/ad/compost 
facility  

* Carymoor is an independent trust operating on  
 a Viridor site, with Viridor as a lead sponsor.

** Llanfoist is an education centre on a Viridor- 
 operated recycling centre for which we  
 provide sponsorship.

 
Viridor operates or supports ten 
environmental education centres across 
the UK helping to promote better 
understanding and best practice in waste 
prevention, recycling, recovery, resource 
management and sustainability. Our centres 
– most holding the Learning Outside the 
Classroom quality Badge – welcomed nearly 
14,000 visitors from schools, colleges and 
community groups last year. Viridor also 
delivers and supports outreach education 
programmes and partnerships and produces 
a range of online and printed education 
resources, including videos and animations 
for target audiences and stakeholders. 

OUR eNVIRONMeNTAL eDUCATION 
CeNTReS WeLCOMeD NeARLY  
14,000 VISITORS fROM SCHOOLS, 
COLLegeS AND COMMUNITY  
gROUpS LAST YeAR. 

EDUCATION, BIODIVERSITY & STEWARDSHIP

8,876
TOTAL eDUCATION 

OUTReACH SeSSION 
pARTICIpANTS 2013/14

eDUCATIONAL VISITS 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Visits to centres 487 778 732 

Visitors to centres 8,970 15,792 13,958 

Outreach sessions 88 166 173 

Outreach participants 2,451 9,140 8,876 

MOST Of OUR CeNTReS HOLD 
THe LeARNINg OUTSIDe THe 
CLASSROOM QUALITY BADge

£178,000

301
£13,270,835

DIReCT SpONSORSHIp DURINg 2013/14

pROjeCTS AWARDeD  
fUNDINg BY VIRIDOR CReDITS

fUNDINg CONTRIBUTION MADe TO VIRIDOR 
CReDITS fOR AMeNITY, COMMUNITY AND 
eNVIRONMeNTAL pROjeCTS

left Longley Lane MRF
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WORkpLACe
Continue to review  
and amend recruitment  
processes. Have females 
make up at least 25% of  
the workforce by 2015.

Establish an ongoing 
employee H&S survey to 
continue to improve H&S 
performance.  

Achieve a step change 
reduction in our RIDDOR 
Incidence rate, working 
towards an overall aim of 
zero accidents. A target of at 
least 50% reduction on the 
2013-14 total has been set. 

Embed the six core 
behavioural competencies 
into the Performance 
Appraisal Review. 

Establish an ongoing 
employee survey tool 
that measures employee 
engagement.

MARkeTpLACe
Showcase the Dunbar ERF 
as a beacon of sustainable 
procurement within our 
supply chain policy.  

Continue to work with 
opinion formers, politicians 
and key stakeholders 
in developing a circular 
economy across the UK; 
to lead by example in 
effectively providing 
products and services to  
our customers.

COMMUNITY
Develop, establish and 
publish a best practice 
Environmental and Waste 
awareness plan within 
Viridor that supports 
our national and local 
campaigns.  

Further develop the local 
liaison groups established 
for our new-build Energy 
Recovery Facilities as they 
enter the commissioning and 
operation stages. 

eNVIRONMeNT
Further develop cost-
effective and resilient 
procurement of energy 
supplies thereby driving 
further energy and resource 
efficiency initiatives, 
tracking carbon reductions 
against the approved Five-
Year Energy and Carbon 
Reduction Plan. 

Implement the requirements 
of the Industrial Emissions 
Directive and develop 
these as part of the landfill 
aftercare management plans 
and organics operations. 

Further develop efficient 
business operations in 
Scotland to help waste 
producers implement the 
Waste (Scotland) Regulations 
as part of Zero Waste. 

Land stewardship is important to us, 
and to local communities, plants and 
wildlife. Since 2008 Viridor has sought 
to restore and manage our substantial 
landholdings (notably at closed landfill 
sites) in accordance with the Wildlife Trusts’ 
Biodiversity Benchmark Scheme (BBS). By 
the end of 2013 we were pleased that a 
total of six sites had achieved/retained the 
certification. These include sites of notable 
habitat importance such as two heathland 
restorations (Tatchells and Warmwell 
in Dorset) and a calcareous grassland 
restoration (Beddingham in Sussex). 

Viridor currently has the third highest 
number of BBS sites in the UK and we 
are the leading company in our sector 
for BBS certifications. 

In line with our ongoing commitments 
identified in our five-year Biodiversity Plan, 
Viridor will be working towards three 
further closed landfill sites (Norlands, 
Horton and Wootton) to achieve the  
BBS certification. 

BIODIVeRSITY & STeWARDSHIp 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Number of trees planted 37,900 32,632 10,329 

Number of designated Sites of Special Scientific  
Interest (SSSI) maintained 

5 * 8 ** 8 **

Number of Biodiversity Benchmark Awards 5 5 6 

*Reported as sites with SSSI   
**Based at five Viridor sites  

10,329

37,900

32,632

2013/14

2011/12

2012/13

TREES 
PLANTED

TREES PLANTED

TREES 
PLANTED

BIODIVeRSITY 
BeNCHMARk SITeS 
ĴĴ BeddinGham 
ĴĴ lackford 
ĴĴ poole 
ĴĴ odcomBe 
ĴĴ tatchells 
ĴĴ warmwell

SSSIs  
We MANAge 
ĴĴ ardley x 2 
ĴĴ BeddinGham x 2 
ĴĴ Bentick x 2 
ĴĴ horton x 1 
ĴĴ masons x 1 

EDUCATION, BIODIVERSITY & STEWARDSHIP

OUR 2014/15 
SUSTAINABILITY 

TARGETS

Viridor is also currently working in partnership 
with the Wildlife Trusts to explore how 
these sites can fit into the important Living 
Landscape project. Living Landscapes are the 
areas where the Wildlife Trusts are targeting 
landscape-scale conservation efforts to halt 
the decline of UK wildlife and restore and 
enhance the natural environment. 

We are also committed to communicating 
and promoting any biodiversity news 
and projects within the organisation in 
order to help us achieve our five-year 
plan objective of ‘becoming a company 
that communicates the importance of 
biodiversity issues to its employees’. 

Further encouraging employee  
volunteering to support charitable projects 
in the community also provides excellent 
opportunities to support our overall 
commitment to communities and to good 
stewardship. We’ll continue to explore 
links with local biodiversity and wildlife 
community projects as part of a joined- 
up approach. 

far left
Lapwing at Whitehead restored landfill 

left 
Small Heath butterfly at Heathfield 
restored landfill 
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This is the seventh year that Carnstone 
Partners LLP (previously Acona) has been 
retained by the Sustainability Committee of 
Pennon Group to undertake an independent 
review of the Viridor Sustainability Report 
and provide assurance that:

ĴĴ The quantitative data (including those 
relating to carbon emissions) are 
materially accurate

ĴĴ The qualitative statements can be 
supported by evidence and properly 
represent activity across the company

ĴĴ The report gives a balanced picture of 
performance

ĴĴ Performance in respect of previously 
published targets is accurately reported.

ReSpONSIBILITIeS Of VIRIDOR 
AND CARNSTONe pARTNeRS LLp

The information and statements contained 
within Viridor’s Sustainability Report for 
2013/2014 (hereinafter the Report) are the 
responsibility of Viridor. This statement is 
the responsibility of Carnstone Partners LLP 
and represents our independent opinion of 
the content of the report and is addressed 
to Pennon Group’s (Viridor’s parent 
company) Sustainability Committee.

VERIFICATION STATEMENT

SCOpe AND pROCeSS

The review covered Viridor’s operations 
for the period specified in the Report. 
Information subject to verification by 
other third parties – such as financial 
data included within the Annual Report 
and Accounts – was outside our scope. 
However, we have relied on it in forming 
our conclusions. 

In performing our work we adopted the 
following approach:

ĴĴ Desk-top evaluation and detailed 
analysis of the raw data used to 
construct the Report, including 
comparisons with previous years

ĴĴ Review of internal and external 
documents relating to Corporate 
Responsibility management, including 
policies, procedures and stakeholder 
comments, particularly ensuring that 
evidence was made available to support 
substantive comments and claims made 
in this Report

ĴĴ Detailed interviews with employees 
involved in compiling the Report to test 
the accuracy of the data and underlying 
processes.

The work was undertaken by a multi-
disciplinary team whose members have 
expertise in the areas of CR assurance and 
reporting, and of wider aspects of CR both 
within the waste sector and more broadly. 
Biographical information – including details 
of individuals’ experience and backgrounds 
– can be found on our website  
www.carnstone.com/meet-the-team.html

CARNSTONE 
VERIFICATION STATEMENT

OpINION

Based on our work we conclude that:

ĴĴ The Report correctly identifies 
the company’s material social and 
environmental impacts and provides a 
balanced and comprehensive account  
of its performance in these areas

ĴĴ The data, and inferences drawn from 
them, and substantive statements are 
materially accurate and are supported 
by a range of evidence from internal and 
external sources. Inaccuracies identified 
during the verification process were of a 
minor nature, were readily rectified and 
the report was amended accordingly

ĴĴ Data relating to carbon emissions were 
reported in accordance with DEFRA’s 
Voluntary Reporting Guidelines  

ĴĴ Progress against a wide range of targets 
was accurately presented.

Viridor has developed a comprehensive 
and effective process for identifying and 
reporting upon its social and environmental 
impacts. This process is aligned with other 
internal management systems and the 
company attaches considerable importance 
to the integration of sustainability at both 
strategic and operational levels. Senior 
management has a clear understanding 
of the company’s principal social and 
environmental impacts, is committed to 
improving performance in these areas, 
and appreciates the benefits of disclosing 
information on these issues to stakeholders 
in a transparent manner. 

The identification of a number of strategic, 
longer-term goals together with targets 
for the short/medium term – covering 
Workplace, Marketplace, Environment 
and Community – is further evidence of a 
mature approach and, crucially, of a desire 
to set ever higher standards.

This year’s report provides stakeholders 
with a detailed insight into how the 
company’s business strategy, operational 
practices and a number of specific 
initiatives are helping to address some of 
the significant environmental challenges 
affecting the UK. The description of its role 
in the circular economy and continuing 
efforts to develop a distinct organisational 
culture and up-skill its workforce are 
particular examples of good practice.

ReCOMMeNDATIONS fOR  
fUTURe RepORTINg
Our comments on the reporting process 
and report itself, together with suggested 
areas for improvement, will be raised in 
a letter to Pennon Group’s Sustainability 
Committee. Neither the comments nor 
recommendations contained therein affect 
our opinion on the Report as set out in this 
statement. Our main recommendations are 
provided below.

Carnstone  
partners llp

Carnstone Partners LLP is an 
independent consultancy, 
based in London. We have 
broad expertise and advise 
large, mainly corporate, clients 
on the full range of social, 
environmental and ethical 
matters. More information on 
Carnstone can be found on our 
website. www.carnstone.com

With the exception of the 
verification of its sustainability 
reporting, Carnstone has 
no commercial relationship 
with Pennon Group and/or 
its subsidiaries. The total fees 
payable in respect of this work 
accounted for less than 10%  
of Carnstone’s annual turnover.

In future Reports, the company may  
wish to consider the following areas  
for inclusion:

ĴĴ The mechanisms and processes 
that ensure the implementation of 
its corporate responsibility strategy 
throughout the business and the 
role that senior management plays in 
making this happen

ĴĴ How the selection of goals, targets and 
objectives align with those of Pennon 
Group

ĴĴ The inclusion of more detail on its new 
approach to health and safety.

Paul Burke  
Senior Partner 
22nd July 2014



GIVING PAPER NEW LIFE

VIRIDOR HAS AN ENVIABLE REPUTATION IN THE 
PAPER RECYCLING INDUSTRY AS A LEADING 

RECYCLER OF ALL TYPES OF PAPER AND 
CARDBOARD, COLLECTING FROM PRINTERS, 

DIRECT MAIL HOUSES, NEWSPRINT FACTORIES 
AND OFFICES. 

100% OF THE PAPER VIRIDOR HANDLES IN  
THIS WAY IS SUCCESSFULLY GRADED FOR 

qUALITY AND RECYCLED.

This report is printed on  
100% recycled paper stock.

When you have finished with 
this report please recycle it.

D
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South East:  01732 229 200
South West: 01823 728 800
North:  01204 654 611 
Scotland: 0141 781 9151
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